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VIOL TE
For thousands of years, humanity never stopped  

looking for a unique, common-for-all, means of com-

munication. But we already have it! As a British writer, 

Joseph Addison wrote, “Colours speak all languages.” 

 Indeed, colours influence us and help express the 

deepest inner impulses; and, probably, the most  

complicated and peculiar among them is Violet.

A famous psychologist, Ștefănescu Goangă, characterized the effect of 
this colour as “veiled excitement.” Red and blue, masculine and feminine, 
active and passive – those oppositions are eliminated in Violet. Erasure of 
subjective – objective contrasts, mystical, able to remove the distance be-
tween Desire and Reality – that’s what Violet is, that’s its magic and charm. 
All hues of Violet – from light and intensive, with piquantly erotic mood, 
to dark ones that symbolize thoughtfulness and humbleness – have the 
same target: sensual identification. It’s the state familiar to a mother-to-be, 
an aesthete and a person, who believes in mysterious and divine.

Curiously, according to surveys, Violet is considered to be unpleasant, 
especially among intellectuals and people of art, in American and Central 
Europe. Conversely, 450 out of 1,000 Iranians named it among two of their 
favourite colours. Some specialists believe the more rational a culture is, 
the less its representatives are capable of spiritual mergence and sensual 
identification with the surrounding world, and the more often they  
reject Violet. 

The colour Violet can hardly leave anyone feeling indifferent. In some  
epochs, it was highly appreciated; in others, avoided. Let contemporary  
art reveal how it is esteemed today, in this 15th volume of ArtAscent Art  
& Literature Journal, themed Violet. The artists and writers selected for  
the issue will help us escape from extremes of Red and Blue, vigorous 
power and blind emotionality, in-between which lies conciliating  
Violet – the harmony of contradictions.

By Oleksandra Osadcha 

Foreword
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Gold Artist

Ink 

Watercolor on cold press Arches paper | 24 x 36” | Sold

Licca Kirk
komorebisan.com
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According to the laws of optics, Violet is a complimentary colour of 
yellow, which is a symbol of mind and intellect. From that point  
of view, Violet can be seen as a representation of the depth of un-

consciousness – the place where myths, dreams and fairy tales are born.  
And the world of fantasies and fairy tales is exactly the place where  
Filipino-American artist Licca Kirk feels herself at home.

The young artist has chosen illustration as the main 

sphere of interests, creating the majority of her imag-

es in watercolour. This technique attracts Licca with a 

special transparency and lightness of the media, which 

enables creation of an effect as if the image is gradu-

ally appearing from the stains of colour on the paper’s 

surface. Combining aesthetical traits of both painting 

and graphic art, watercolour’s delicacy is perfect for 

embodying Licca’s visionary worlds.

Her pieces are inhabited with half-real, half-fantasized 

personages (both anthropomorphic and zoomorphic) 

that unwillingly carry us away into the world of our own 

childhood memories, when a cloud’s silhouette or a 

shadow could be turned into a magic creature with a 

slight bit of imagination. When depicting them, Licca 

wants the media to speak up freely; she allows texture 

and white space between the brushstrokes to amplify 

the expressiveness of a picture and fill it with airiness.

The linear stylistic and dynamism of Licca’s paintings 

evoke associations with old animated movies. The 

flatness of the figures in some works is contrasted by 

the spatial depth, which is created using a technique of 

shadowboxes. First, the artist renders separately and 

cuts out each element of her composition, and then she 

groups them in enclosed glass-front cases on different 

heights from their backing. This interrupts the picture 

plane and makes the image more illusionary tangible. 

Another source of Licca’s inspiration is Japanese aes-

thetics that glorify the world’s imperfection – particularly 

animé style. She has inherited her fascination with vast, 

alien wildernesses and fictitious places populated by bi-

zarre flora and fauna from the works by Hayao Miyazaki, 

a renowned Japanese film director and animator.

Confessing that Violet isn’t her favourite colour, Licca 

still uses its numerous hues (consciously or not) quite 

often in order to create a special immersive atmosphere. 

Not surprisingly, the English Romantic poet John Keat 

called Violet “that queen of secrecy.” The spirit of Licca’s 

art in general with its fragility and introversion is conso-

nant the vibrations of Violet – the vibrations of Enigma.

Licca Kirk received a BFA in Sequential Art in 2011 from 

Savannah College of Art & Design. Most of her experi-

ence is working as a colourist for comic books. In recent 

years, she participated in several group exhibitions 

(MINT Gallery annual postcard Pin-Up in 2011, 2013 and 

2014) and was engaged in the independent project, 

which was being sold in comic shops from Alabama to 

South Carolina.

By Oleksandra Osadcha  
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Licca Kirk

Cackle 

Watercolor paper cut | 6 x 27 x 1” | $750
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Licca Kirk 

Lilac

Watercolor paper cut | 6 x 11 x 1” | $250
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Violet colour prompts us to escape from ordinariness and daily rou-
tine, and creates a philosophical mood. It is no coincidence that its 
tints can be seen regularly in the interiors of different temples and 

devotional items of the past and modern epoch. For many artists it is a 
symbol of an insight moment and inspiration. That is exactly the feeling 
one has when reading stories of Mary Kandalian-Aslanian. 

There is such phenomenon in neuropsychology, as syn-

esthesia – it is a peculiarity of perception, when stimula-

tion of one organ of sense a person experiences, along 

with typical sensations (sound for ear, colour for eye), 

a parallel one that belongs to another sense. Because 

of this, some people can “see” the colour of sound (or 

days of a week, or words, or even smells). When reading 

Mary’s piece, A Violet Day, even readers who are not 

synesthetic feel that each word in it is coloured in vari-

ous shades of Violet: lilac, mauve, purple, iris, lavender (a 

whole chain of flowers’ names – a coincidence or not?)…

Violet filled each word with its presence from the very 

beginning of the text.

The writer’s story reminds readers of canvases of some 

famous painters, such as Cezanne and Matisse, who, 

in fact, were animated not so much with the subject of 

their work, as with possibility of the colouristic research it 

gave them. Similarly, Mary selects an unpretentious plot 

without any mind-blowing plot twists: she has penned 

a sketch of 24 hours (from sunset to sunset), suggesting 

that readers “… walk between violet and violet,” as Tomas 

Eliot has poetically called evening hours.

Unhurried narration told from the first person gives her 

a possibility to savour each manifestation of the colour 

that appears in various forms (in the descriptions of a 

landscape, as a name of a flower and a person). The pic-

turesqueness of the author’s language is contributed to 

the bright memories that inspired the piece – the Violet 

mist she saw at sunset in Dordogne Valley in France the 

summer when she discovered Violet ice cream made 

from Violet flowers. And suddenly – that vivid kalei-

doscope of Violet tints form several portraits; of Mary 

herself, of a girl and her mother. She has acquainted by 

chance in the stream of her life. La vie en Violet.

Mary Kandalian-Aslanian is a writer, translator and 

graphic designer. Writing short stories and articles both 

in English and Armenian, she is a member of the liter-

ature community in Armenia and California, where she 

has lived since 1983 (The San Francisco Bay Area). Mary 

published two books in Armenia – a collection of English 

and Armenian short stories Here & There and a novel 

Alhambra: Shadows of Memory (2011). The readers of 

ArtAscent are already familiar with her art, as one of her 

pieces has already appeared on the pages of our journal 

earlier this year, and she has also gained recognition as 

a “Gold Writer.”

By Oleksandra Osadcha  
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A Violet Day

It rained on and off almost all day. Then the sun 

peeked behind the hills and put on a glorious 

show painting the evening sky shades of yellow, 

orange and purple with brazen strokes. Soon the 

light faded, and fog started flowing slowly down 

the hillsides. With the last rays, the Dordogne 

Valley was veiled in a violet mist. 

By lunchtime the next day, tiny patches of fog 

were still sitting uncomfortably on the hills. The 

day, however, was sunny, and so warm that the 

Artisan Ice Cream shop on the square opened — 

for the first time in three days. The place boasted 

a large variety of flavours. One, however, was 

unfamiliar: violet ice cream.

“What is this made of?” I asked, pointing to the 

pale violet ice cream.

“Violet,” said the salesperson.

“Violet? Colour? Is it natural?” I wondered.

“Madam, it is made from violet. The flower.  

You want?” 

I chose raspberry sorbet — waffle cone. I had 

never heard of or seen ice cream made from 

violet. Or any other flower, for that matter.

“Ma! Look! There is violet ice cream.” It was the 

little girl waiting impatiently behind me.

I settled on a bench in the square to enjoy  

my cone.

Soon the girl and two young women, one of them 

her mother, joined me on the bench.

“You don’t like violet?” The girl asked me in slight-

ly accusingly British accent.

“I like violets, but never had violet ice cream 

before,” I confessed.

“It’s good. Want to try?” She asked, holding out 

her cone.

Mary Kandalian-Aslanian
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“Thank you. Very sweet of you. I’ll try it some  

other time.”

“Stop it, Violetta!” Her mother said.

“Violetta? Is that your name?” I asked.

She nodded, licking her ice cream.

I remembered another Violetta from some years 

past in Saint Petersburg, then known as Lenin-

grad. A gypsy, perhaps just dressed like a gypsy, 

she hang out near the hotel I was staying at. Now 

and then she would approach men inquiring: “Al-

fredo?” I asked the doorman why they would let 

her harass men. He laughed: “Violetta? Oh, she’s 

harmless. They say she was an opera star once, 

and lost her voice while singing Violetta in La Tra-

viata. They say she was in love with Alfredo, not 

just in the opera, but also in real life. Apparently, 

he dumped her.” I felt sorry for the la traviata 1,  

Violetta or not, gypsy or not.

Blonde hair waving down her shoulders, eyes 

sparkling like oval chips of blue sky, the girl was 

nothing like the other Violetta. She was bubbling 

over with excitement, ignoring her mother’s re-

minders not to bother people. 

“Did you know that Violet was a beautiful little girl 

like you?” I asked.

Eyes wide open, she looked for confirmation at 

her mother who was in animated conversation 

with the other woman, speaking in Russian. 

 

I was waiting to take a tour of the medieval town 

and wanted to bid goodbye to the sweet five-

year-old chatterbox. Seeing the bright red mo-

torized tour train; however, she insisted on going 

on the ride. The women would not hear about it 

at first, but after a brief telephone call, decided to 

join the tour.

“My husband is coming to pick us up later, so we 

have time to kill,” the mother explained. 

Violetta happily took the seat next to me. Her 

mother let her be, but warned her not to talk 

during the tour.

“How do you know Violet was a little girl before?” 

She asked.

 Once upon a time –

 How could we know how long ago?

 Violet was very pretty

 A very tender

 A very sweet girl.

 But she was just too talkative...2

She laughed: “Mama says I am talkative, too...”

Mary Kandalian-Aslanian

A Violet Day (cont.)

1 La Traviata (The Fallen Woman), opera by Giuseppe Verdi (1813-1901)
2 The Violet, by Armenian poet Paruir Sevak (1924-1971). Paruir Sevak, Selected Poems Translated by Jack Aslanian, 2011.
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The small train moved, and I was glad I did not 

have to recite the rest of the poem. During the 

bumpy tour, she almost kept her promise not to 

talk, occasionally just shouting with excitement 

and waving to people and dogs we passed.

When the train stopped, she rushed out toward 

the man leaning on the SUV waiting on the 

square. The women bid goodbye. By the car, the 

girl started telling them something and pointed 

at me. She ran after me and asked how the girl 

became a flower. 

“Will I become a flower too?”

“You are already like a pretty flower,” I said, avoid-

ing the rest of the story.

Happy, she hugged me lightly and then ran back 

to the car. Her mother approached and asked me 

about the poem her daughter was talking about. 

She asked me to tell the rest ignoring my warning 

she may not like it.

“All right, then... The girl was too talkative, kept 

on tattling tales, despite her mother’s numerous 

warnings and advice and counseling...”

 She laughed: “Sounds like my girl.”

 Seeing all that was of no use

 Her mother hexes the girl:

 Wander the fields,

 Live on your knees,

 Just when strong

 Shrivel fast.

 As for your tongue...

 May it never exit your mouth,

 Let it exit your pharynx

 Or out your nape.

 Because of that...  

“How cruel!” she interrupted.

“I agree,” I said. “But it’s just a tale.”

She shook my hand and turned to the car.  

I wandered around, then getting two scoops of vi-

olet ice cream walked to the esplanade to watch 

heavy fog flowing into the green valley. 
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Silver Artist

The Stern

Mixed Media | 24 x 32” | $450

Kerri Lane
www.KerriLaneCollection.com
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In one of his books, Wassily Kandinsky has characterized Violet elo-
quently: “Violet is therefore both in the physical and spiritual sense a 
cooled red.” This colour absorbed the vigorous character of red, though 

in a much more subdued way. It always leaves the impression of some-
thing unspoken – of a power emerging inside – like in the image of a 
flower bud, which has always been a symbol of femininity. That is why the 
hues of Violet are often present in the works of Kerri Lane that celebrate 
female beauty.

Always ready to transgress the barriers of conventional, 

Kerri avoids trite approaches in her art. As a photogra-

pher, she enjoys surprising viewers by expanding our 

traditional perception of photography. And The Painted 

Lady series supports that goal. 

A sort of confrontation always exists between painting 

and photography, but the artist easily blends barriers 

between them, equipping herself with a camera and 

turning a human body into her canvas. The concept of 

the series is simple, yet grabbing: she paints a model’s 

body and makes stage photographs with her against a 

background in the way that the bodily shapes blend into 

it looking like a part of an art piece. The blurriness of the 

images makes this illusion even more striking, and it is 

often hard to believe they’re really photographs Giclée 

printed on high-quality canvas.

Nude in photography is a very challenging genre, which 

requires keeping a balance of aesthetics and sensuality, 

and not running into provocation and vulgarity, as well 

as into lusciousness of glamour. Kerri’s artistic intuition 

and desire to capture the individuality of each model 

helps her cope with that task successfully. 

Working with paint allows the photographer not to inter-

rupt the privacy of a model (despite that nakedness is, in 

fact, a synonymous of vulnerability), but to give a hint at 

her personality through artistic means – expressiveness 

of brushstrokes, elaborated composition and, of course, 

colouring. It’s colour that avail Kerri to visualize feminin-

ity in all its plenitude: when looking at the pieces from 

The Lady Violet Collection, you see its versatile and ten-

der nature in vibrant Violet, set off by the warmth of gold 

and orange tints. Straightforward physical realism (which 

had shocked so many viewers in Courbet’s paintings or 

in Manet’s The Luncheon on the Grass) here is ousted 

with the truth of inner reality. 

Kerri Lane – an award-winning and published photogra-

pher, whose works can be seen around the world, lives 

in Manchester, Virginia. Her infatuation for photography 

began while attending her first high school photogra-

phy class back in 1989. Over the years, she became an 

accomplished master, whose photographs have been 

featured in international magazines and locally exhibited 

in several Frederick County, Virgina. businesses, The 

Bowman Library in Winchester and other venues. 

By Oleksandra Osadcha 
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Kerri Lane

Grace

Mixed Media | 24 x 32” | $450

RIGHT PAGE: Orchids 

Mixed Media | 24 x 32” | $450
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Internal Oscillation (Kodak Supra Endura, Surface N), 2015 

Undeveloped sheet of chromogenic paper, embossed, partially washed, unique | 20 x 24” | $1,500

Julie Weber
www.julielweber.com
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In much the same way, Julie Weber tries to achieve a 

unity in her works through researching various photo-

graphic materials, interrelation between the substance 

(the medium) and the image. For the ongoing series Un-

certain Objects, she uses chromogenic paper, but with-

out any negative or image imprinted onto it. In fact, it’s 

doubtful we can call her pieces photographs at all, since 

they are somewhere in the midst between photography 

and abstract painting, implying the technological pecu-

liarities of the first in order to achieve the aesthetic effect 

of the second.

Similar to the adherents of Abstract Expressionism (as 

Jackson Pollock, Franz Kline and others) who always 

include the factor of chance and make the material 

their co-author, Julie doesn’t fully take control over 

the final result. It’s rather difficult to predict the output 

of the artist’s methodology – she exposes the photo-

graphic paper directly to light. The only “intervention” 

she allows herself is creating a gradient effect within 

the colour field by embossing rectangular shapes that 

remind viewers of a frame. Weber says the palette of 

her images is an inherent quality of the material, defined 

by manufacturing: “For instance, Kodak’s chromogen-

ic paper yields a purple hue while Fuji’s chromogenic 

paper yields a blue hue; for this reason I include the 

photographic paper type used in my titling.” 

The artist follows the same idea of enjoying the process 

once articulated by an Abstract Expressionist Agnes 

Martin: “One thing I like about Zen. It doesn’t believe in 

achievement.” Julie doesn’t aim to get a result in a form 

of a fixed moment, but wants to produce something that 

would keep changing permanently since she uses no 

chemical processing to fix the paper; it’s unstable and 

will “mute” over time. One could compare her tech-

nique to Man Ray’s “cameraless” rayographs, which 

were made by placing objects directly on light-sensitive 

paper, exposing them to light and developing them af-

terward. However, they still were figurative, with a clear 

sense of the artist’s touch, whereas Julie, like an alche-

mist, investigates the medium’s features, but doesn’t 

modify them, letting Photography speak for itself.

Julie Weber currently resides in Chicago. She holds an 

MFA in Photography from Columbia College Chicago 

and a BA in Psychology, Sociology, and Criminology 

from Dominican University. Julie had an experience of 

working at the Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago 

in the Photo Archive Department and as Production 

Coordinator for Filter Photo Festival. At the moment, she 

participates in HATCH Projects (a year-long, juried incu-

bator for contemporary Chicago artists). Apart from her 

creative activity, Julie teaches at Waubonsee Communi-

ty College and the Chicago Photography Center. 

By Oleksandra Osadcha  

Creating art is similar to alchemy: the main target in both cases is 
finding the Quintessence of Life. In Hellenistic alchemy, the process 
of opus is divided into four stages: Melanosis (production of black 

metal), Leukosis (transforming black colour to white/silvery), Xanthosis 
(the silver changing to yellow/’gold’) and Losis (gold turning to Violet). 
The appearance of Violet marks the end of the Great Work: “Finally, when 
you make it violet, all substances become a unity.” 3

3 Berthelot, “Collection des anciens alchimistes grecs”, Vol. 3, p. 192.
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Julie Weber

Gradual Halation (Fuji Crystal Archive, Matte), 2014 

Undeveloped sheet of chromogenic paper, embossed, partially washed, unique | 16 x 20” | Sold
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Halation with Traces of my Breath (Kodak Supra Endura, Surface N), 2015 

Undeveloped sheet of chromogenic paper, embossed, partially washed, unique | 16 x 2” | $1,000
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Distinguished Artist

Rebirth of the Unconscious    

Mixed media on canvas | 36 x 48 x 2” | $1,500

Anita Wexler
www.anitawexler.com
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Ringling Welcomes You         

Mixed media on canvas | 60 x 48 x 2” | $2, 500
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Mi Amor, Mi Vida                 

Mixed media on canvas | 48 x 48 x 2” | $2,000

Anita Wexler
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Distinguished Writer

Sharyn Williams
www.sharyn-williams.squarespace.com

Violet

“Fricken Violets?” my 19-year-old quipped, a 

beautiful face with a tucked in grin and a comical-

ly raised eyebrow in wait.

“Arrrfricaarrn Violets”, I replied. “Like, ... I haarrd 

a farrrm in Arrfrica?” She didn’t get it. How could 

she. It was our joke. Mum’s and mine.

I was talking about my African Violet. It was flow-

ering, still. I was trying to tell my daughter about 

why I love African Violets so much. She wasn’t 

really listening.

“Mum used to have them”, I told her. I remember 

Mum telling me, they just need a sunny window 

sill and a smile and they will be happy. She was 

right of course, in New Zealand that is. In Bris-

bane, they can only sit on the window sill in  

the winter.

Violets do more than just remind me of her. 

Violets are like a time warp vortex straight to my 

mother’s essence and our lives together. They are 

like a devotional shrine to her memory, without 

the need for prayer.

“What farm? Your Mum had a farm?”

“No”, I laughed. “That’s the first line in a Movie.  

Out of Africa. It was Mum’s favourite.”

“Don’t get it?” Zoe offered, eyes lowered, now 

fully focused on the aqua-coloured phone in  

her hands.

Mum loved the Music more than the movie.  

She had the cassette tape and played it often.  

It used to move her to tears. I didn’t get it.  

Not then anyway.

The disinterested daughter can sing, beautifully, 

and my son, Jack, makes music like the music 

in Out of Africa. When listening to my children’s 

music I am aware of the threads of time weaving 

all of the colours, love and magic together, and I 

am soaked in Violet. These simple yet profound 

connections astound and deeply nourish me. She 

knew all of this. That is why she cried and why I 

love Fricken Violets. I get it now.
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Distinguished Artist

La ríÈveuse (The Dreamer) 

Acrylic on canvas | 36 x 48 x 1.5” | Sold

Judith Cameron
www.glac0.wix.com/judithcameronart
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Brouillard sur la Baie du Mont-St-Michel (Fog over Mount St.Michel) 

Acrylic on canvas | 20 x 20 x 1.5” | $415
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Georgia March
www.spiritgirl.net
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Blue and Violet 

Acrylic and gesso on canvas | 36 x 36 x 1.5” | $950

Suzanne Stacy
www.stacyartworks.com
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Distinguished Writer

David V. Hughey

The Violet Moth
Is the violet moth

a butterfly? Does it even

remember its fluttering transformation?

A flower bed pretends to be

a coffin,

shielding dead violets against the trade winds

blowing, billowing, embracing

twilight violet waters

the moth fails to understand.

Only vireos of violet peck

at the seeds of change, the violet

storms wiping the dangerous colours of their blood

into mouths  into hands  into eyes

the moth fluttering

a butterfly turning orange and white koi

into violet and white koi

by blinking its many folded eye

and raising its hairy antennae—

it remembers the end of the Violet

Mountains of Jamaica

where the disco dance is now the soca, not

the bossa nova—the new wave of colours

dying with the sun is the dye

trickling as rain from violet moths clouding the sky, but

regaining their rights to be butterflies.
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High Class

Oil on canvas | 18 x 24” | $425

Jamie Ashman
www.jamieashman.com
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Liz

Oil on canvas | 36 x 28” | $700
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T.J. Aguilera
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Abstract in Violet 

Gallery wrapped canvas | 24 x 36” | $350

Bruce Bain
www.brucebain.com
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Opus in Violet 

Gallery wrapped canvas | 24 x 36” | $350
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51.385083, -0.737243 

C-Type | 39 x 31” | $500

Priya Baxter
www.priyabaxter.tumblr.com
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51.360128, -0.794728 

 C-Type | 39 x 31” | $500
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Distinguished Writer

Angela Calabrese
www.AngelaCalabrese.com

Aunt Violet’s Trunk
Back when I was a young child, playing hide and seek 

with my cousins Lou and Charlie was nirvana. 

“Ready or not. Here I come!”

I recall hiding behind a square object and Lou tapping 

my shoulder. “You’re it!” We giggled with the innocence 

and glee being seven brings. 

The huge box was actually an olive green trunk with 

brass hinges and a heart-shaped keyhole. At that 

moment, their mom, my Aunt Violet, came in smiling. 

She was my all-time favourite relative. Her smile could 

brighten up the grumpiest of grumps, which oftentimes 

included Uncle Marty.

“Sandwiches are ready!”

I questioned her about what was inside the trunk.

“Who remembers? Probably curtains and lots of moths.”

A few years later, my aunt and uncle purchased an old 

Victorian that gave us more places to explore. My moth-

er used to say; “Those windows will keep Violet busy 

forever!” 

One late afternoon, we decided to investigate the attic. 

The steps creaked and groaned. And there in a deep 

corner stood that trunk. 

“I wonder what’s really in there” I asked.

Lou stared at the green monstrosity. “Mom never says.”

Charlie smirked. “I think I know.” We waited with an-

ticipation. “Inside this trunk are the skeletal remains of 

Mom’s fifth grade teacher. Remember how she had to 

stand in the corner ‘cause she never kept quiet? Guess 

who she shut up for good!”

We laughed in horror.

Then Lou darted downstairs and came back holding a 

screwdriver. “The suspense ends now.”

But Aunt Violet’s light footsteps stopped Lou in his 

tracks. “Louis Ferro! What are you doing?” My aunt 

looked frazzled, and her edgy tone disturbed us. 

“I…I was just curious what was inside.” 

Aunt Violet mustered up some composure.

“Last time I checked, there were seven monkeys and 

four kangaroos. Satisfied?”

Days later we would discover a devastating truth. Uncle 

Marty had left my aunt for a twenty-one-year-old col-

lege girl.

The years whispered by. Aunt Violet muddled through 

raising two rambunctious boys. Then, we went off to 

college. Lou and Charlie moved to California.

I married during my junior year, and we were bless-

ed with two children. Our daughters grew up hearing 

stories of silly family antics and also fell in love with my 

aging Aunt Violet.
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An assisted living facility was my aunt’s idea. She’d hang 

onto her house for a while “just in case.” Packing was 

bittersweet as we sorted through years of memories. 

In the attic, I boxed some items that would be donated 

to goodwill. And there stood the trunk. I watched Aunt 

Violet’s expression as her frail fingers caressed the rusty 

hinges.

“Anne, you will never know how much you mean to me. 

You were the daughter I never had.”

I hugged my aunt fiercely. Oh, did I love her.

The following Thursday, Aunt Violet was officially a 

resident of the Rose Garden Facility. Her apartment 

was lovely and she looked radiant. As we drank tea, she 

took out two white envelopes. Inside the first one was a 

heart-shaped key.

“Anne, I want you to take this key and open the trunk in 

the attic. You’ll need this envelope as well. After all these 

years, I think it’s time.”

Aunt Violet had a frisky determination and I didn’t ques-

tion her.

“Afterwards, please come back to see me.”

I drove to the empty house. If I really strained to lis-

ten, I could hear Lou and Charlie laughing through the 

hallways. I climbed the attic steps. The trunk guarded 

a secret that I was about to expose. Fumbling with the 

heart-shaped key, it finally clicked. I opened the lid. 

There lay an organza wedding gown. A locked black 

velvet box sat beneath the layers of lace. The second 

tiny key was a perfect fit. Inside was a folded letter on 

faded blue stationary. Sitting cross-legged on the dusty 

planked floor, I began to read.

Dearest Violet,

I wish these words could be different. I know it’s 

cowardly of me not to do this face to face, but if I 

did, I might change my mind.

 I cannot go through with our wedding knowing you 

will be burdened with me, a man who will not live to 

see his twenty-third birthday. With all the medical 

opinions I have sought, we both know the inevitable. 

I refuse to subject a young woman to that heart-

ache. It’s not fair.

 Lead your life and be happy for both of us. Find 

someone who will cherish you.

 I will never stop loving you and I fervently pray, in 

some other life, we will finally be together.

Love,

Carl

Under the letter was a photo of a young man with dark 

hair and the greenest eyes. He wore a playful expression 

with a deep set of dimples. 

Fresh tears made it hard for me to read the letter a sec-

ond time, but I wanted to be sure I understood. A young 

Aunt Violet had been engaged to a dying man. And he 

never left her heart.

When I returned to the Rose Garden Facility, I decided 

to simply offer a listening ear. But when my aunt opened 

the door, she wasn’t alone.

Behind Aunt Violet stood a grey-haired gentleman with 

the greenest eyes. When he smiled, I noticed his dim-

ples. Before I could say a word, Aunt Violet said,

“Anne, I’d like you to meet Carl.”
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Loves Never Die

Acrylic | 30 x 40“ | $2,500

Mina Hedayat
www.minahedayat.com
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Loves Never Die

Acrylic | 40 x 30“ | $2,500
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Sad Princess Girl 

Acrylic on canvas paper | 11 x 16” | $550

Kerri Hobba
www.kerrihobba.com
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Happy Birthday 

Acrylic on Canvas Paper | 12 x 17” | $495
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Robin Ay
www.RAconcepts.com

Clarity 

UltraChrome ink on ultra premium luster paper | 10 x 8” | $150 
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The Purple Project #1 

Photography | 26 x 35” | $400

Gianna Izzolo
www.giannaizzolo.squarespace.com
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Your Love Is My Wallpaper 

Oil on canvas | 48 x 36 x 2” | NFS

Yen Phang
www.yenphang.com
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Distinguished Writer

Zach Agnew
www.zachagnew.com

Just Dessert

The flickering neon sign at the Crowned King,

Indicated the diner was in full swing.

The place was hopping inside,

Every seat occupied.

Yet a man was pacing at the door.

His irritated shoes were scuffing the floor.

He called out for someone able,

To simply find an empty table.

His mood was slowly growing sour,

The wait had been well past half an hour.

“What kind of service is this?

You must be taking the piss,”

The man started to moan,

Growing slowly angry in tone.

A server ran up to settle him down,

This only served to lengthen his frown.

“Right this way sir, a table just opened up,

My manager apologizes for the holdup.”

The young server was trying to diffuse the situation,

In an attempt to prevent an escalation.

The man huffed, in displeasure,

But followed at his own leisure.

 

A menu in his hands,

Did not bring an end to the demands.

For his drink was too cold,

The bread was ready to mold

The fork had a spot,

The plate was too hot.

The service was taking too long,

Even the meat tasted wrong. 

There was no end to this attack,

So everything was sent back.

Through it all the server just tried to smile,

Hoping to endure this endless trial.

At last it was time for wine and cheese,

But that was when he started to wheeze.

A piece of Gouda had become stuck,

Some rather unfortunate luck.

His face turned a strange purply blue,

A colour nearly violet in hue.

There had to be a way out of this mess,

But no one seemed to notice his distress.

The other diners were just thankful he was silent,

No longer worried about him turning violent.

He pounded a fist, but no one looked his way,

Meaning this could be his very last day.

That was when the server came to check the situation,

Finding the man in a state of desperation.

Without pausing to think,

The server saved the man from the brink.

With one great thwack,

Firmly directed at the man’s back.

Launching the blockage into the air,

It landed with a splat on an empty chair. 

“Thank you for that, you have saved me,

If you hadn’t walked by I would no longer be.” 

His voice seemed to have returned,

Although it sounded rather concerned.

The server picked up the creamy gob,

Humbly stating, “I was just doing my job.”

Yet the ungrateful man had to let everyone know,

Just one more thing before he would go.

“Well if you had been doing it in the first place,

I wouldn’t have had to suffer such a disgrace.” 
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Mary Kandalian-Aslanian
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Paper Daisies

Digital print on matt watercolour paper | 31 x 21” | $700

Yvette Linton-Smith
www.yvettelinton-smith.com.au
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Spring Scan

Digital print on matt watercolour paper | 31 x 21” | $700
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Virgin

Acrylic paint on canvas  I  24 x 30 x 1.8“ I $800

Vera Malitskaya
www.veramalitskaya.com
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Fervent

 Acrylic paint on canvas I 16 x 20 x 1.6” I NFS
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SUNflowers 

Chromogenic print | 10 x 16” | NFS

Suzan Mandla
www.smandla.wix.com/photography
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Her Dark Perfume 

Chromogenic print | 10 x 15” | NFS

NEXT SPREAD: Sea of Tulips 

Chromogenic print | 10 x 15” | NFS
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My Grandfather’s Garden 

Acrylic on canvas | 8 x 8” | Sold

J. Richardson
www.leighdon.ca
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 The Mind 

Acrylic on canvas | 36 x 36” | Sold
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Trespass 

Digital collage (3200 x 4800 pixels, 40 layers) on aluminum | 20 x 30 x 1” | $350

Liz Ruest
www.lizruest.com
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Men of Valor

 Digital collage (6786 x 6786 pixels, 23 layers) on aluminum | 24 x 24 x 1” | $795
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Reclaim 

Oil on canvas | 16 x 20” | $800

Tina Ybarra
www.tybarra23.wix.com/tinaybarra-artshow
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Vast 

Oil on canvas | 9 x 12” | $600
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Tulip Sway 

Photography on canvas | 40 x 45 x 1.5” | $1,500

Carel Schmidlkofer
www.saatchiart.com/carel
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Curtain 

Photography on canvas | 40 x 50.5 x 1.5” | $1,700
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What Lies Beneath

 Photography on canvas | 48 x 40 x 1.5” | $1,700

Carel Schmidlkofer
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Bromeliad

 Photography on canvas | 40 x 53.5 x 1.5” | $1,700
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Summer Grass 

Digital print | 16 x 24” | $850 

Ron Rice
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Sleeplessness  
Coloured in Violet

Deer pounding a beat on asphalt

Violet

Echo of breathlessness, snoring

Violet

Indecent dog bark, bark, dog bark

Violet

Impending daylight, head in sheet

Violence.

 

Wanda Stafford
www.wandastaffordart.com
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Venice in a Bubble 

Oil on canvas | 8 x 10 x 0.5” | 1,500

Elle Smith
www.inspiredbyelle.com
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Harmony of the Universe 

Photography | NFS

Stefani Hutchison
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Creation 

Colored pencils on paper | 7 x 9” | $250

Vesna Solovic
www.velesolo.weebly.com
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Radiant Dusk

Acrylic on canvas | 30 x 30 x 2” | $465

Cathy Yarwood - Mahy
www.cathyyarwoodmahy.com
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Essence 

Acrylic on canvas | 8 x 10 x 2” | NFS

Carolyn Drew
www.carolyndrew.weebly.com
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Trax 

Acrylic on canvas | 16 x 16 x 0.75” | $500
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The more you travel, the more you visit commercial and public  
galleries and gain greater exposure to the world of contemporary art, 
which leads to more reliable judgement of quality. Looking at a large 

quantity of fine art is a necessity for the astute collector as an investor. 

Quality and  
Investing in Art

The more you travel, the more you visit commercial and 

public galleries and gain greater exposure to the world 

of contemporary art, which leads to more reliable judge-

ment of quality. Looking at a large quantity of fine art is a 

necessity for the astute collector as an investor. 

When you are ready to acquire a work of contemporary 

art, making a final decision is often a challenge. First, you 

have to like what you choose to buy. Even though you 

have exercised your eye by examining many contem-

porary art works, you may want to assure yourself that 

your choice is a work of high quality and thus likely to 

continue to appeal to you over time and, in the best of 

all possible worlds, increase in value significantly.

It is no secret that great works of art command the 

highest prices at auction today and will likely do so 

tomorrow. At the top end of the art market, a great work 

can be had for a large – sometimes unbelievably large 

– sum and, overtime, it will deliver abundant capital 

gains. It seems to be almost a no-brainer to buy a work 

by an art star such as Damien Hirst, Peter Doig, Gerhard 

Richter or Jeff Koons and be guaranteed serious capital 

gains over the next few years. This is, of course, not 

absolutely true. Some of the works by these artists will 

appreciate more than others. In the more earthly end 

of the art market this also holds true. Some pieces by 

emerging and established artists will appreciate in value 

more than others they have created. Your goal as an art 

investor is to determine which ones these are. 

There are no hard-and-fast rules for evaluating whether 

a work is great or will be seen as great in the future. Just 

because there may be diverging opinions on quality in 

art does not mean that there is a complete absence of 

criteria for establishing quality. Because you have ac-

quired over time a trained or experienced eye in looking 

at contemporary art, you should, to some extent, trust 

your own judgement. When one advises a knowledge-

able collector, “buy what you like,” this trust is implied. 

Art Investor Tips
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Pictured above 

Month of June    

by J. Richardson 

www.leighdon.ca

Almost invariably, a collector will be attracted by a work 

that has impact or strength. It will be unusually power-

ful. This is what causes it to stand out. It will stack up 

with the rest of an artist’s work as the strongest and – in 

comparison with all the other contemporary art one 

has seen – it will shine as among the best. Before one 

can conclude that a work is among an artist’s best, it is 

necessary to determine the goal that the artist has set 

for himself or herself. The best or strongest of an artist’s 

works will be the ones that achieve these goals. 

Strength in art is not necessarily connected with strong 

colours, bold drawing or bravado in composition. Some 

of the strongest works of art are subtle. It may take time 

to appreciate their strength or superiority. If there is a 

possibility that this is the case, a collector will take a 

work home on approval, look at it over time, compare it 

with other works in their collection and test it in various 

places in the home or office. If the work of art looks 

better over time, if its impact increases, it is undoubt-

edly a strong work of art. If over time it vanishes from 

one’s consciousness or loses attraction to the eye, then 

it is a work of lesser quality. It must be accepted that 

all of the works created by great artists are not of the 

same quality. Some works achieve the artist’s goals 

and others don’t. Some have visual impact and some 

don’t. Your mission as an investor in art is to buy only 

the strongest of artworks for those are the ones that 

will enjoy the greatest appreciation in both the aesthet-

ic and monetary spheres.

By Dr. Alan McNairn
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View more conversations and meet the artists 
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Chess (in case it is not 
obvious). - Roopa

I love sunsets and 
animals. There is so 

much diversity!  
Never the same thing 

twice. - Stefani

Life which for me  
presents itself in people,  

architecture, culture and words. 
So my topic would be anything 

that I would find interesting 
depending on where and with 

whom I am. - Kesja

The diversity of human emotion 
and how it affects the relationship 
of the people involved. Love that 

becomes obsession, fear translating 
into violence, hope blooming from 

faith alone. - Sarah

Still life 
and  

landscapes. 
- Marla

What topic never fails  
to inspire your art?



Next issue 
theme feature:
Haunting

Get your copy this November

All 2D and 3D artists may 
apply including writers, 

painters, photographers, 
digital artists, installation 

artists, ceramic artists, 
jewelry artists, sculptors, 
fabric artists and others.

Selected artists and writers
will be published in ArtAscent 

magazine, including 4 top 
artist profiles; showcased in  
online exhibition for at least 
two years; and promoted on 

Facebook and Twitter.
www.ArtAscent.com
Applications:

CALL FOR ARTISTS AND WRITERS

ApplyuntilOctober 31

Spooky creatures, frightening places, eerie experiences – these are the 
things that haunt us. Sometimes we are haunted by obsessive habits 

and persistent memories. What hauntings can your imagination create? 

Collect them all.



Prepared by MagCloud for Elle Smith. Get more at artascent.magcloud.com.


